Want the strongest wire
shelves in the industry?
EAGLE shelf -
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EAGLE shelves incorporate more serpentine trusses (both perimeter and interior) and mat continuity support
wires than any competitive shelf, which translates into more strength per shelf.
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wires for up to 25%
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The EAGLE advantage —
strength, reliability, value
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(patent #5,390,803)

The patented Quad-truss® system makes EAGLE
wire shelving products the strongest in the
industry.
In addition, the mat on an EAGLE shelf utilizes a
Quad-truss® pincer-type design with the mat wire
sandwiched between the two top truss wires,
adding significant strength and distributing the
entire load without stress and strain on the welds.
Deflection tests conducted under laboratory
conditions show that EAGLE patented shelving is
up to 25% stronger than competing wire shelving
products.

The Eagle Advantage™

Static Load in Lbs
Static Load in Kg

600 lbs
272.2 kg

800 lbs
362.9 kg

1000 lbs
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1200 lbs
544.3 kg
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begins right here in our state of the art
manufacturing facility - with 14 acres under one roof, where the most
comprehensive broadline product offering in the industry takes shape. This
all-inclusive design and production capability offers distinct advantages to
our customers. Streamlined ordering and shipping substantially reduce
freight, receiving, installation and administrative costs.
Supporting it all is a framework of highly responsive customer service
representatives, the most innovative, versatile and durable equipment
available on the market today, a fleet of company-owned trucks, plus amply
stocked distribution centers in strategic locations nationwide - which
guarantees
product availability and delivery.
Visit www.cisco-eagle.com/shelving
for complete wire shelving prices & specifications
Together, it adds up to product excellence enhanced by measurable cost
Toll-Free: 888-877-3861 or e-mail 24hours@cisco-eagle.com
savings and value. We call it The Eagle Advantage™ and you can profit
from it.
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